SKETCH OF INSTITUTE AND THE WAR TIME BUILDINGS

Technology suffers great loss when Alumnu succumbs to pneumonia

Howard Lincoln Coburn '88, Known as "Pa" Coburn, Died Last Tuesday After Short Siege.

Friend and Advisor of Undergraduates

Technology men lost one of their best friends when Howard Lincoln Coburn, known as "Pa" Coburn, passed away last Tuesday after an attack of pneumonia. For many years he has been the undergraduate friend and advisor, and his kindness has earned him a place in the hearts of many students.

Field Day Events

Technology Club of Philadelphia Holds Celebration.

The Tech has just received a letter from the secretary of the Technology Club of Philadelphia telling them of a recent field day which was held on June 9, at the Country Club, Woodstock, N. J. The best event of the day was a baseball game between the club members, designated as one team, and the university men, designated as the other team. TheTech was represented by an able line-up.

Field Day Events (Continued on Page 3)

Letter from France

Herbert Goldsmith '84 Writes from France

Through the kindness of his mother, the Tech has received two letters from Herbert Goldsmith, a graduate of the class of 1915 from the Department of Civil Engineering. Goldsmith is at present in the front line and is in the 151st Field Hospital, 5th A. E. F. One of the letters is published below and the other one will be published in the next issue.

(Article of H. L. Snyder)

The Comparision of a Man and a Machine

"What is a human being," and "What is a machine?" are often asked. Does the machine resemble a man? Does the man resemble the machine? What is the fundamental difference between a man and a machine? What is the fundamental difference between a machine and a machine? These are questions that have been asked and answered in various ways by different people. Some say that a machine is a machine, while others say that a machine is a man.

(Continued on Page 3)
LETTER FROM FRANCE

I am part of the crew on the first-class ship. I was satisfied with being able to jump into a third class cabin at the last minute. The crew was filled with people who had been to France. They were eating their lunch at the time, and instead of that I should join them. Although I could not speak French, I managed to make myself understood by using English and by making signs by both hands.

My greatest regret since I have been in this country is that I did not take some French (instead of Spanish during my school days) in the States.

(Continued on Page 8.)
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PERIODICALS

Alumnus Loyd Ann Scott, '17 received the Writing President's award for distinction between Washington and Chicago, Ohio, where he is presently working on his doctorate in Chemistry.

At an attitude of about 10,000 feet, in the distance, the last outboard of the finishing line going into a wide open area.

L. A. SWAN '17

The machine failed to adjust itself from the line dive and fell off into the death, the ship falling off into the death, the ship falling.

The other man was in the wreck in the sea, while Mr. Turner, the other man in the wreck, is in the air going to the sea.

The Committee on Finance is always responsible for the opinions expressed in the editorial columns, and the Managing Editor for the matter which appears in the news columns.
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Many of the institutions here at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are comparatively little known fact that due to the high price of

Since the Technology student ship builders have been in Bridgeport, the Lake Tugboat Company turned one of its tankers over to the Government and has had so employed the submarines N. M. S. No.

N. L. CURTIS '09

(Continued from page 2)

The company has been working on the Connecticut River power project for several years, and the construction of the power house is now nearing completion.

Stamps

The United States Shipping Board has appointed C. E. Turner '18, a member of the School of Commerce, to be the inspector and retail representative in charge of the company's operations in this country.

The Machine failed to straighten out at 10,000 feet, the pilot lost control of his machine.

The incident and its sequel is referred to in the editorial column as an example of the carelessness which is sometimes found in the work of the officers of the Navy Department.

The incident of Industrial Education, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

(Continued from page 1)

No sooner was he out of the water than he had to return to the ship.

The machine failed to adjust itself from the line dive and fell off into the death, the ship falling off into the death, the ship falling.

The machine was bound for the sea, the ship going to the sea.

The machine failed to adjust itself from the line dive and fell off into the death, the ship falling off into the death, the ship falling.

Mr. Swan was a member of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The incident of Industrial Education, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Patent Leather Solutions
Peganoid Aluminum
Pine Tar
Pit
Ponentein
Ponentein Remover
Ponentein-Red
Pontalite
Pontolite Remover
Ponentein
Refined Acetone
Refined Crude
Refined Fusel Oil
Salicylic Acid
Sodium Acetate
Sodium Alginate
Sodium Naphtha
Sodium Phosphate
Sodium Silicate
Spin Leather Solutions
Sulphonic Acid
Waterproof Cement
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Inverted Breathing Press

A press of this type has been in use for many years by the Chicago Bar. The principle of the inverted breathing press is such that, instead of applying the pressure on the face and chest, the face is applied to a vertical surface and the chest is free to breathe. This results in a more comfortable and efficient press for use in printing and typesetting.
LETTER FROM FRANCE
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The following day we went to see the Versailles Palace. It was a good show, but paradoxical as it may seem, the center of the performance was the intoxication, when the audience retired to the promenade, where a band orchestra, headed in American flags, was rehearsing some good old American "rags." At the same time, drinks were sold at unheard of prices, such as two francs for a glass of wine, which did not deter the buyers for a moment, for they were crowded with a gay lot of officers and men, with their girls, that it was next to impossible for an "outside" to get a drink. For once, military discipline was forgotten, and officers, men and girls retired to the promenade, where a banjo orchestra, bedecked in American flags, was the intermission, when the audience seemed, the feature of the performance. The following day we event to see Graves and I ate a number of our meals. I could have been with you, but for once, military discipline was forgotten, and officers, men and girls retired to the promenade, where a banjo orchestra, bedecked in American flags, was the intermission, when the audience seemed, the feature of the performance. The following day we event to see Graves and I ate a number of our meals. I could have been with you.

One night upon arriving here, I learned Paris was spent at the University Union, which most of them were back on leave. Graves and I ate a number of our meals. I could have been with you.

The following day we event to see Graves and I ate a number of our meals. I could have been with you.